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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Context
This Thesis is the result of collaboration with the dental research center CRIBIO.
Therefore it links two different worlds, the worlds of dentistry and engineering. That
link allows the dentists to improve their research through new methods and tools,
which are unknown for them.
Focusing more specifically on the dental problems to be addressed: the esthetic and
functional rehabilitation of endodontically treated teeth has been the subject of
several studies that have sought to understand the different physical, chemical, and
biomechanical properties of teeth. Thus, identifying the most suitable restorative
approach to reestablishing the mechanical properties of the sound tooth is
important. Different materials and post systems (Fig. 1.1 B) have been proposed for
the rehabilitation of endodontically treated teeth. Cast posts and cores have a higher
elastic modulus than dentin and have been used for several decades. In response to
the need for esthetic materials with mechanical properties similar to those of root
dentin, nonmetal posts were developed [1,2,3].
In vitro and in vivo studies have found that glass-fiber post and a resin core are an
excellent alternative to metal [1,2,3] and other nonmetallic posts because of their
elastic modulus, which is closer to that of dentin and which decreases the risk of
root fracture, although the latest studies have shown a new trend, which is based on
repairing the teeth without placing a post (Endocrown methodology), but with a
crown resin composite and gutta-percha filling the root canal (Fig. 1.1 C). This last
technique, unlike the post based restoration, avoids drilling the root canal thus
reducing the risk of root damages during the restoration [3-6].
Figure 1.1 sets out schematically the different parts of a healthy tooth. These will be
referred to throughout the text. There is also an image of a tooth restored with a
post.
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Figure 1.1: (A) Parts of a healthy tooth. (B) Tooth restored by a post. (C) Tooth restored
using the Endocrown methodology [7].

1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of the Thesis is start a collaboration with the dental research
center CRIBIO and, through their demands and needs and using our tools (Finite
element analysis), to obtain results that prove useful for the dentist in dental
research.
Specifically, in this study, two kinds of tooth repair subjected to the same load case
are compared using finite element analysis. Repair involving the inserting of a glass
fiber post and repair without placing a post (Endocrown methodology). The aim of
the study is establish when the use of either one approach or the other is better for
the tooth, depending on the tooth structure remaining.
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1.3 Methodology
The first section of this Final Thesis replicates the study carried out in a dental
research journal [1] in order to verify that our tools obtain similar results and to
obtain a solid background as a basis for the collaboration with CRIBIO.
The second section involves collaboration with the CRIBIO center from the
Université Catholique de Louvain in order to obtain useful results for their research
studies. This section starts with the reproduction of a 2D model of a real tooth and
the simulation of two different kinds of repair techniques in that tooth, subjected to
the same load case. The aim of this study is to obtain a first assessment of the
behavior of these different treatments rather than obtaining results in terms of
specific values, since real teeth are 3D structures instead of 2D.
The next step of this Thesis would be the analysis of a 3D model obtained from
medical imaging techniques such as CT scan or MRI [8]. In that case the value of
the results would be significant.
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Chapter 2

Entering the dental community - Validation
of the tools
This Final Thesis links two communities that are very different from each other,
dentists and engineers. Therefore, the aim of the first Chapter is to establish contact
with the dentist community by means of one of their papers [1] and to seek to
understand the essential concerns, the kind of geometry used, the kind of
simulations; and then to try to replicate their study using our engineering tools.
Validation of our tools by means of already published results is a very important step
before discussion with CRIBIO. It is a means of providing solid background as a
basis for the collaboration.
The article from the dental research journal [1] used, compares two endodontically
treated teeth with intraradicular posts in terms of the risk of fracture and the risk of
debonding. One tooth is repaired with a metallic post and the other one with glass
fiber post.

2.1 Dental research inputs
In this section, all the inputs from the dental research paper [1] necessary to define
our models (a tooth restored with a metallic post and a tooth restored with a glass
fiber post) are defined.
Consideration: In the dental research paper a 3D geometry of a tooth is used. As
this first Chapter only comprises a general approach to the dental community and
the aim is not to obtain exactly the same, but rather, similar results, the 2D section
of their 3D model is used to define our geometry, instead of a complex 3D geometry.


Geometry: a 2D drawing (section of the 3D model) of a premolar with a root
canal with intraradicular post (Fig. 2.1) is used to define the geometries
(glass fiber/metallic post) and all the different parts of the tooth. Regarding
the geometry itself, the metallic post is uniformly adapted to the root canal
walls, conversely the glass fiber post is cylindrical in shape.
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Figure 2.1: 2D model and parts of a premolar [1].



Materials: homogenous, linear-elastic, isotropic / orthotropic (glass fiber).
Material
Marrow bone
Cortical bone
Periodontal
ligament
Dentin
Gutta-percha
Resin cement
Metallic post
Glass fiber post
Transverse
Longitudinal
Composite resin
(core)
Coping
Porcelain

ν

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)
1.4
13.7
1.18 x 10-3

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

0.30
0.3
0.45

18.6
0.14
8.3
200.0

0.31
0.49
0.28
0.30

104

9.5
37.0
12.0

0.27
0.34
0.33

99

205.0
68.9

0.28
0.33

821

55

Table 2.1: Elastic proprieties for all materials in the model and tensile strength for
the root, post, and core (for glass fiber posts, the shear moduli are 3.1 [transverse]
and 3.5 [longitudinal]) [1].
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Boundary conditions: The nodes in the bottom and the lateral portions of
the marrow bone are fixed.



Load: 300N are distributed on the central ridge of the buccal cusp at an
angle of 45º with the long axis of the tooth (Fig. 2.1).



Bonds: the posts in both cases, metallic and glass fiber, are perfectly
bonded with the resin cement layer.

2.2 Model definition & Methodology
Once all the inputs for our models extracted from the dental research paper [1] are
clear, we can create our model.
The 2D models (metallic and glass fiber post) of a tooth are built in the open-source
mesh generator Gmsh [9] with dimensions drawn from Figure 2.1, a finite element
mesh is also generated with this software.
Once the mesh is generated, it is imported into Finite Element Analysis software
(Abaqus FEA) [10], where the material proprieties and the load case are defined.
Abaqus is also used as a solver and for the post-processing. The results obtained
from Abaqus FEA are computed in Excel.
The sections below set out all the necessary steps prior to necessary running a
simulation in Abaqus FEA from the geometry, the mesh generation, the material
definition and the boundary conditions to the load.

2.2.1 Geometry definition - Gmsh
The two tooth models are built with dimensions drawn from Figure 2.1 using the
open-source mesh generator Gmsh.
As not all the points of the drawings are defined by coordinates, a scale for the xaxis and another for the y-axis are used to extrapolate all the points from the
drawing to the Gmsh software and thus the shape of the drawing is maintained, as
can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
Regarding the geometry itself, the metallic post is uniformly adapted to the root
canal walls, conversely the glass fiber post is cylindrical in shape (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Gmsh models. (Left) Metallic post model. (Right) Glass fiber post model.

2.2.2 Mesh generation
A non-uniform mesh (Fig. 2.3) with 6-noded quadratic triangle elements is created in
Gmsh using the “automatic” 2D algorithm, which tries to select the best algorithm
automatically for each surface in the model. As for Gmsh 2.8 the “Automatic”
algorithm selects “Delaunay” for plane surfaces and “MeshAdapt” for all other
surfaces [9].
The area of study of stresses is evaluated in the tooth, which is why this zone has to
be more refined than the marrow bone, for correct propagation of the stresses.
Since the marrow bone is a large zone far from the application point of the force,
and where the stresses are not analyzed, the mesh in that zone can be more robust.
In this way the overall number of elements and nodes is reduced, therefore reducing
the computation time.
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Figure 2.3: Mesh. (Left) Metallic post model. (Right) Glass fiber post model.

2.2.3 Materials, boundary conditions and load definition
Once the mesh is generated, it is imported into Abaqus FEA, (INP files) where the
materials, the loads and the boundary conditions are defined. In Appendix A, the
definition of the input file for Abaqus can be seen for both cases, metallic post and a
glass fiber post.
Materials: all the materials are linear elastic.


Metallic post model: all the materials are also isotropic, so the elastic
modulus and Possion’s ratio are sufficient for their definition.



Glass fiber post model: the glass fiber material is an orthotropic material,
specifically a transversely isotropic material. To define this kind of material,
we need the elastic modulus Ei in the direction i,, the Poisson’s ratio νij and
the Gij, shear modulus in the i,j-plane [11].
Glass fiber mechanical proprieties
(Gpa) (fibers oriented in the ydirection)
Ex
9.5
Ey
37
Ez
9.5
νxy
0.27
νyz
0.27
νxz
0.34
Gxy
3.10
Gyz
3.10
Gxz
3.50
Table 2.2: Glass fiber mechanical proprieties. x, y, z specific orthogonal directions.
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In Appendix B, there is an Abaqus test with 2 specimens, one with the fibers in
direction 2 (y) (as in our model) and another with the fibers in the 1-direction (x), in
order to see the differences between the two configurations and to observe behavior
of the fibers in accordance with orientation in one direction or another and check
that the definition of the fiber material provided by Abaqus FEA is correct. The
directions of the fibers are in accordance with the overall axis that can be seen in
Fig. 2.2.
Boundary conditions: the nodes in the lower part of the marrow bone are fixed in
the y-direction and the nodes of the left and right side of the marrow bone are fixed
in the x-direction (Fig. 2.4).
Bonds: the post, in both cases (metallic and glass fiber) is perfectly bonded with the
resin cement.
Load: The force in a 2D model in Abaqus FEA is defined per distance. i.e. the force
(300N) has to be divided by the out of plane dimension (z-component) of the tooth,
in other words, the thickness of the tooth. As this distance is not shown in the dental
research paper [1], 7mm is taken as it is considered that the out of plane dimension
is equal to the crown width. Therefore, the force, applied on the central ridge of the
buccal cusp under 45 º with the long axis of the tooth, is 300N/7mm = 42.86N/mm.

2

1

Figure 2.4: Boundary conditions and load.
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2.2.4 Computing the results
The variable used in the dental research paper [1] to compare a tooth treated with a
metallic post versus a tooth treated with a glass fiber post is the risk of fracture,
therefore this is also the variable used in our model here. This is computed for the
root, post and core, by dividing the maximum value of the Max. Principal stresses
(Abaqus output variable) in each material by its tensile strength (eq. 2.1). To avoid
inaccurate spike values, the maximum value of the stresses was determined as the
average of the top 1% of all maximum principal stress values.

(2.1)

2.3 Results
Once the pre-process is done, the 2D models are simulated in Abaqus FEA and the
results are computed in order to obtain the risk of fracture. In this section the risk of
fracture values obtained from our study and the risk of fracture values from the
dental research paper [1] are compared for the Metallic and the Glass fiber model.

2.3.1 Risk of fracture - Metallic post
As we can see from the results in the next page (Fig. 2.5), the risk of fracture values
in the different parts of the tooth analysed are slightly higher in our study than in the
dental research paper [1], but the order of magnitude is the same.
Regarding the stress distribution, the main stresses in the root are located in the
right edge of the dentin, beside the periodontal ligament. That corresponds to the
dental research paper [1]. Regarding the higher stresses in the post are also located
in the right edge in both studies.
There is also another zone with high stresses; this is where the post, the root and
the gutta-percha are connected. This concentration of stresses is also shown in the
dental research paper [1] but not as highly accentuated as in our study. That is
because in our study this corner is more sharply accentuated in form.
The complete images of the results, including the legend of the stresses, can be
seen in Appendix C.
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Metallic post

Metallic post (Dental research [1])

57.58
0.55

47.9
0.46

180.79
0.22

161.8
0.20

35.57
0.04

20.9
0.03
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ROOT

σ1%
risk of fracture

POST

σ1%
risk of fracture

CORE

σ1%
risk of fracture

Figure 2.5: Distribution of the Max. Principal stresses in the root, post and core of the
Metallic post model. Maximum values of the Max. Principal stresses (σ1% in MPa) and the
risk of fracture indices for each material.
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2.3.2 Risk of fracture - Glass fiber post
As we can see from Fig. 2.6 in the next page, the risk of fracture values in a tooth
treated with a glass fiber post, are slightly higher than the results in the dental
research paper [1].
Moreover, this difference in the results between the 2 studies is higher in the Glass
fiber post model than in the Metallic post model. Although the results in the glass
fiber case are higher, the order of magnitude is the same and the results continue to
be analogous with those of the dental research paper; the highest stresses are in
the root, the second highest in the post and the lowest are in the core.
The stress distribution is the same in the root as in the Metallic post model. The
main stresses are located on the right edge of the dentin, beside the periodontal
ligament, but there is also another zone of high stresses that is slightly more
accentuated in our study than in the dental research [1]. This is where the post, the
root and the gutta-percha are connected and as in the Metallic post model, it is
believed to be due to the sharply accentuated shape of the corner in our study.
On the other hand, the high stresses in the post are distributed longitudinally along
the right edge and mainly in the bottom of the post.
The complete images of the results and the legend for the stresses can be seen in
Appendix C.
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Glass fiber post
(Dental research [1])

ROOT

σ1%
risk of fracture

75.37
0.72

49.9
0.48

39.05
0.39

10.5
0.11

14.06
0.26

5.3
0.10

POST

σ1%
risk of fracture

CORE

σ1%
risk of fracture

Figure 2.6: Distribution of the Max. Principal stresses in the root, post and core of the Glass
fiber post model. Maximum values of the Max. Principal stresses (σ1% in MPa) and the risk
of fracture indices for each material.
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2.4 Discussion of the results
The results obtained are very similar to the results in the dental research paper [1]. It
can be said then, that the target of the Chapter has been accomplished. However, it
is not enough to simply compare the values of the results; rather we must try to
understand and interpret them and thereby gain a better knowledge of the needs of
dentists. That is the purpose of the discussion below.
The main difference between the two kinds of post is that in the tooth treated with a
metallic post the highest concentration of stresses is in the post, in the edge
touching the resin cement layer. However, in the tooth treated with a glass fiber
post, the highest stresses are in the root.
That difference is due to the elastic modulus. The elastic modulus of the glass fiber
post is similar to the elastic modulus of the dentin, which is why the deformation of
the post and the dentin takes place at the same time. Conversely, the elastic
modulus of the metallic post is very high in relation to the elastic modulus of the
dentin, so when the force is applied the deformation of the metallic post is very low,
thus inducing major tensions in the interface between the post and the recent
cement layer. To demonstrate that the effect of the elastic modulus is the same
regardless of the shape of the post, Appendix D presents a simulation of a metallic
post with a circular shape and a glass fiber post adapted to the root walls, in which it
can be seen that the stress distribution does not change in either case.
Therefore, the risk of debonding between the post and the recent cement is higher
in a tooth treated with a metallic post. That leads us to a new situation, where the
post is non-bonded with the resin cement layer. This situation is also discussed in
the paper [1] but is not analyzed in our study, as the target of this first Chapter has
already been accomplished.

2.5 Partial conclusions
The aim of this Chapter was to enter into contact with the priorities of the dental
community via one of their research papers [1] and to replicate their results using
our tools, in order to validate those tools. As the results obtained are very similar to
the results in the dental research paper, it can be said, that the target of the Chapter
has been accomplished.
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As a result of this first study, we can now be confident about our tools and more
knowledgeable about the dental research world. We now have a solid basis for
dialogue and discussion with the CRIBIO dental research centre.

3D revolution model
As explained at the beginning of this Chapter, in section 2.1, the dental research
paper [1], uses a 3D model of a real tooth to perform the study. One simplification of
this case but closer than a 3D model of a tooth is a 3D revolution model created
through the 2D model used in our study. This model was not used, since with the 2D
model the results were sufficiently close to those of the dental study [1].
The 3D model was created and can be seen in Appendix E, and it would be
interesting to simulate in a continuation of this Final Thesis.
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Chapter 3

Collaboration with the CRIBIO research
center
A tooth is vital when the nerve is still in the root and still alive. Post or Endocrown
treatments are used when teeth are severely damaged, i.e., when the nerve is dead
(devitalized tooth). In this case, the root treatment is performed (gutta-percha and
post or gutta-percha and resin composite take the place of the nerve in a vital tooth).
In this Thesis, we are specifically discussing the situation in which the nerve is dead
because of decay or a traumatism that has also destroyed a part of the initial crown
(dentin and enamel). When the damage to the initial crown is not so serious, i.e.
there is a large amount of enamel remaining in the tooth, completing the missing
structure with resin composite and filling the root canal with a soft material (guttapercha) is the treatment dentists carry out. But when the decay or traumatism is
extensive, affecting a large part of the crown and there is little enamel remaining in
the tooth, there is no clear agreement among dentists regarding the best form of
treatment.
Some dentists think that it is better to drill the root canal of a devitalized tooth in
order to insert a post, and with this kind of restoration the tooth is stronger and more
resistant. This is an historical issue because formerly, with more limited materials,
dentists used to place a metallic screw post in the root canal in order to fix the
restoration material and to reinforce the root. There still exists the predetermined
notion, despite the current technologies, that the best option for repairing a tooth is
to place a post in the root canal.
On the other hand, some dentists, especially younger dentists (CRIBIO research
center), think that it is best to touch the root canal as little as possible, since this
helps the tooth’s resistance and there is also less risk of damage in the tooth during
the repair. This kind of restoration is called Endocrown, and consists of filling the
root canal with a soft material (gutta-percha), to provide an optimal sealing of the
root canal in order to avoid bacterial reinfection, and placing a resin composite
crown on top, bonded to the dentin. With this method, it is not necessary to drill the
root canal.
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There are two main factors that have to be analyzed when choosing the type of
restoration: The risk of root fracture and the risk of debonding. Therefore in the
case of a restored tooth subjected to a load, if a root fracture takes place that means
that the original tooth has to be removed and an implant must take its place. On the
other hand, if there is debonding between the restoration and the tooth, the
restoration can be fixed again, and the original tooth maintained. Hence the
importance of knowing how each type of restoration affects the risk of fracture and
debonding. Specifically, dentists are more concerned about root fractures than
debonding. Therefore, whatever type of restoration is chosen, the goal is to have the
lowest possible risk of fracture.
Therefore, the aim of this Chapter is to study two different models subjected to the
same load case through the stresses in the dentin (risk of fracture) and in the
bonding areas (risk of debonding). The models are: (1) a tooth restored with a glass
fiber post and composite resin and (2) another restored with an Endocrown-type
restoration. Moreover, how the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth affects the
risk of fracture and the risk of deboning is also studied in each model, since in the
restoration of a tooth, the amount of enamel remaining can vary from patient to
patient, depending on the extent of decay or traumatism.
To obtain these results, two 2D parametric models of the two types of restoration
are generated using the open-source Gmsh [9]. The aim of this study is to obtain a
first assessment of the behavior of these different treatments, rather than obtaining
results in terms of specific values. That is why 2D models are created instead of 3D
models, although real teeth are of course 3D structures. The FEA Abaqus software
[10] is used to simulate the models, and a Bash [12] and a Python [13] script are
created to automate and compute the results.
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3.1 Definition of the models
In this section, all the steps followed in order to define our models are explained:
from the geometry, the materials, the boundary conditions, the load to the mesh. i.e.
the entire process required before running a simulation. The two models are:


Post-model



Endocrown-model

The software used is: Gmsh, used to define the geometry, and the mesh and
Abaqus FEA used to define the materials and their proprieties, the boundary
conditions and the load.

3.1.1 Geometry
Through medical imaging techniques such as CT scan or MRI, a human premolar is
scanned and converted to a STL file [8]. The STL file is used in Gmsh to generate a
middle section of the premolar in order to obtain a 2D image of a real premolar (see
Fig 3.1).

Y

X

Figure 3.1: Section of a premolar obtained from a STL file.

The 2D image (Fig. 3.1) is used by the CRIBIO research center to provide us with
the inner dimensions of the different parts of the two different models (Post-model
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and Endocrown-model), such as the post, the core, the gutta-percha etc. (see Fig.
3.2). This is necessary, since depending on the dimensions of the scanned tooth,
the dimensions of the inner parts of the tooth could vary. (No two teeth are exactly
the same).

Figure 3.2: 2D images of the models with their inner dimension. (Left) Post-model. (Right)
Endocrown-model.

Parametric models
As pointed out in the introduction to this Chapter, the amount of enamel remaining in
the tooth in each kind of restoration is a factor to consider in the study of the risk of
fracture and debonding. Therefore, to be able to simulate the different cases
according to the amount of enamel remaining, a parametric model is created.
The parametric model allows the study of several cases, according to the quantity of
the enamel remaining, by simply changing one parameter in the model. In other
words, the geometry of the model varies by changing one parameter.
The amount of enamel remaining is linked to the Enamel remaining height, so by
increasing or decreasing this measure, the quantity of enamel varies. Therefore the
parameter of our model is the Enamel remaining height (X) (See Fig. 3.3).
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X = Enamel remaining height

Figure 3.3: Enamel remaining height (parametric distance (X) of the model). (Left) Postmodel. (Right) Endocrown-model (X=2.5mm).

The Enamel remaining height is in a range from X = 0 mm (No-enamel remaining) to
X= 5 mm (maximum quantity of enamel remaining). The range of values that X can
take was provided by CRIBIO, which is the range of values in which controversy
exists among dental researchers regarding the type of restoration which is best
(Post or Endocrown). With a large amount of enamel remaining (X>5mm), the repair
is carried out without placing a post, a case in which there is no controversy.
The maximum, the intermediate and the minimum positions for both models can be
seen in Fig. 3.4. Also, from Fig. 3.4 it can be seen that as parameter X (the Enamel
remaining height) decreases, the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth also
decreases.
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X= 5 mm

X = 2.5 mm

X = 0 mm
Figure 3.4: The maximum, intermediate and minimum values of X. X=5 mm maximum
quantity of enamel remaining. X=0 mm no-enamel remaining. (Left) Post-model. (Right)
Endocrown-model.

Therefore, with the inner parts of the tooth defined in the 2D image obtained from
the STL file (Fig. 3.2) and with the parametric value (X), in agreement with CRIBIO,
the Gmsh models are created.
The models in Gmsh are created by points, which are merged using Splines in the
curved parts and lines in the straight parts. To define these points, the dimensions
given by CRIBIO in Fig. 3.2 are used and the remaining the points are extrapolated
using a scale.

23
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In order to determine the scale, the 2D drawing is exported into design software
(Photoshop). The real length of the tooth is divided by the same length measured in
Photoshop, thus, obtaining the scale. Then all the points that are not defined by
coordinates in Fig. 3.2 can be measured in Photoshop and their real coordinates
can then be obtained by means of the scale.
In order to define the parametric distance X in Gmsh, all the lines and splines in the
geometry from the maximum value of X (5 mm) from the lowest value (0 mm), are
defined by points, therefore it is possible to move the horizontal lines through all of
these points and obtain the different positions in the model, in accordance with the
Enamel remaining height chosen (Fig. 3.5). The vertical sequence of points is
created in Gmsh using the equations of Lagrange interpolating polynomial grade 5
[14]. The code is shown in Appendix F, along with complete images of the models in
Gmsh.

Horizontal lines
Sequence of points
generated by the
Lagrange interpolating
polynomial

2

1

Figure 3.5: Parametric models generated in Gmsh. (Left) Post-model. (Right) Endocrownmodel.
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3.1.2 Definition of the materials
All the materials are provided by CRIBIO and as can be seen in Table 3.1, all are
extracted from the literature.
All the materials are homogenous, linear-elastic, and Isotropic, except for the glass
fiber (see Table 3.2) which is an orthotropic material [11].
Material
Marrow bone
Cortical bone
Periodontal ligament
Dentin
Gutta-percha
Bonding agent
Composite resin core
Composite resin
crown
Enamel
Glass fiber

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)
1.37
13.7
1.18 x 10-3
19
0.14
3
8

ν

Reference

0.30
0.30
0.45
0.30
0.49
0.30
0.30

[15]
[15]
[1]
[16]
[1]
[17]
[18]

12.0

0.30

[19]

80
*

0.30
*

[20]
[1]

Table 3.1: Elastic proprieties of the materials in the model except for the glass fiber.

Glass fiber mechanical proprieties
(Gpa) (fibers oriented in the ydirection)
Ex
9.5
Ey
37
Ez
9.5
νxy
0.27
νyz
0.27
νxz
0.34
Gxy
3.10
Gyz
3.10
Gxz
3.50
Table 3.2: Elastic proprieties of the glass fiber.

In Appendix B, as pointed out in section 2.2.3, there is an Abaqus test with 2
specimens, one with the fibers in direction 2 (y) (as in the glass fiber in our model)
and another with the fibers in the 1-direction (x). This is to verify the differences
between the two configurations and check that the definition of the fiber material in
Abaqus FEA is correct. The directions of the fibers are according to the global axis
that can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.6 shows the definition of the fiber in the Abaqus Input file.

**SECTIONS
**
*Solid Section, elset=post, material=glassfiber, orientation=ori1
1.,
*Orientation, name=ori1, system=rectangular
1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
**
[...]
** MATERIALS
**
*Material, name=glassfiber
*Elastic, type=engineering constants
9.5e+03, 37e+03, 9.5e+03, 0.34, 0.34, 0.27, 3.1e+03, 3.1e+03
3.5e03

Figure 3.6: Definition of the glass fiber material in the Abaqus Input file.

3.1.3 Boundary conditions, load and bonds
The boundary conditions and the load defined in the model are the same as those in
the dental research paper [1] replicated in Chapter 2 of the Thesis, which was
agreed with CRIBIO as satisfactory for them.
Regarding the bonds in the model, it was agreed with CRIBIO to only study the
scenario where the bonding agent is perfectly bonded to the other parts, since it is
the risk of debonding that is the subject of study. The situation in which debonding
has begun (the bonding agent has debonded in some regions) is left for future
studies.



Boundary conditions: the nodes in the bottom of the marrow bone are fixed
in the y-direction and the nodes of the left and right side of the marrow bone
are fixed in the x-direction.
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Load: a force of 300N is applied on the central ridge of the buccal cusp
under 45º with the long axis of the tooth. As this is a 2D model, the force
introduced in Abaqus FEA is divided by the out of plane (z-axis) dimension of
the tooth, in other words the thickness of the tooth. As can be seen in Fig.
3.7, this dimension is not constant in the real tooth obtained from the STL
file. Therefore, a measure in between the thinnest and thickest part of the
tooth (6.5 mm) is taken as an out of plane dimension. Therefore, the force
introduced in Abaqus FEA is 300N/6.5mm=46.15 N/mm.

Figure 3.7: Image of the scanned tooth (STL file) in the plane (y-z).



Bonds:

in both models (Post and Endocrown), the bonding agent is

perfectly bonded to the enamel and the dentin.
A sketch of the boundary conditions and the load and the definition of the boundary
conditions and the force in the Abaqus Input file is shown in Fig. 3.8.
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2

1

** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
*Boundary
LEFT, 1, 1, 0.
RIGHT, 1, 1, 0.
BOTTOM, 2, 2, 0.
[..]
*CLOAD
Force, 1, -32.6
Force, 2, -32.6

Figure 3.8: (Top) Sketch of the boundary conditions and the load. (Bottom) Definition of
Boundary conditions and the load in the Abaqus Input file.

3.1.4 Mesh
A non-uniform mesh (see Fig. 3.9) with 3-noded triangle elements is created in
Gmsh. Using the 2D “automatic” algorithm, which seeks to automatically select the
best algorithm for each surface in the model. As in Gmsh 2.8 the “Automatic”
algorithm selects “Delaunay” for plane surfaces and “MeshAdapt” for all other
surfaces [9]. The mesh is first order because of a problem with the Abaqus licences.
The teaching licence (max. 20.000 nodes) was the only one that worked with the
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python script. In any case, the mesh can be of first order because all the materials
are linear-elastic.
The area of study of stresses (dentin and bonding agent) is evaluated in the tooth;
therefore, this zone is more refined for the correct propagation of the stresses. On
the other hand, in the case of the marrow bone which is a large zone far from the
application point of the force and where the stresses are not analyzed, the mesh can
be more robust. In this way the overall number of elements and nodes is reduced,
thereby reducing the computation time also.

Figure 3.9: Mesh. (Left) Post-model. (Right) Endocrown-model.

3.2 Methodology
In this section the risk of fracture and debonding, the two factors studied in order to
compare the two models (Post and Endocrown), are explained in more detail. The
number of simulations to run in Abaqus FEA according to the Enamel remaining
height (X) are also shown in this section, as is how the risk of fracture and the risk of
debonding are computed from the values of the stresses extracted from Abaqus
FEA using the Python script.
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3.2.1 Risk of fracture and risk of debonding.
Risk of fracture
The risk of fracture in a tooth is the risk that the dentin could fail, (Max. stresses in
the dentin divided by its tensile strength) [1]. However, as this is a 2D model instead
of a 3D model, the results obtained will not be 100% realistic so the values obtained
from the simulations cannot be compared with the tensile strength of the dentin in
order to determine the risk of fracture.
That is why the value chosen for comparison of the 2 models is the maximum value
of the Max. Principal stresses. Therefore, the higher the value of Max. Principal
stresses the higher the risk of the dentin fracturing. Because element distortion can
exaggerate calculated stresses and thus potentially cause inaccurate spike values,
the maximum value of the stresses is determined as the average of the top 1% of all
Max. Principal stress values (σ1%) [1].
Also, the centre of gravity of the σ1% is computed in order to know where the
maximum stresses are located. With the y-component it can be determined at which
depth in the dentin the fracture would take place as if the fracture is in the root (area
of the dentin inside the marrow bone), then the fracture of the tooth is critical and the
tooth has to be removed and an implant inserted in its place. On the other hand if
the fracture is located in the dentin outside the marrow bone or 2-3mm below the
boundary of the marrow bone, the tooth can be restored and need not be extracted
(see Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Sketch of the fracture zones.
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To sum up, this study cannot predict whether the dentin will fracture or not, because
the results from these simulations cannot be compared with the real values of the
tensile strength of the dentin; they can only tell us in which model the stresses in the
dentin are highest, in other words in which model the risk of fracture is highest.
Risk of debonding
The bonding agent is used to merge the composite resin crown with the dentin and
the enamel in the Endocrown-model. Also the bonding agent is used in the Postmodel to merge the composite resin crown with the dentin and the enamel and the
composite resin core with the dentin. The possibility of debonding between the parts
merged with the bonding agent is called the risk of debonding [21].
In order to compare and determine the risk of debonding between the two models,
the normal stresses in the bonding agent regions are computed.
As in the risk of fracture, the values of the normal stresses obtained cannot be
compared with the real bond strength, between the different parts merged with the
bonding agent, to determine the risk of debonding, since this is a 2D model rather
than a 3D one. In any case, we can use the normal stresses as a value to compare
the different models to each other and it can be determined that the greater the
normal stresses, the greater the risk of debonding.
It is assumed that debonding takes place due to the normal stresses but can also
take place due to the shear stresses in the interface. However, due to limitations of
space, these cannot be computed in this Thesis. As pointed out above, the risk of
debonding is computed for the bonding agent regions. These regions are defined
as:


Bonding - Coronal dentin: the stresses are computed in the bonding agent
area between the resin composite crown and the dentin.



Bonding - Enamel: the stresses are computed in the bonding agent area
between the resin composite crown and the enamel.



Bonding - Root dentin: the stresses are computed in the bonding agent
area that is in contact with the dentin that forms the root canal of the tooth.



Furthermore, all these denomination are distinguished by whether they are
on the right or on the left of the central axis of the tooth.

Fig. 3.11 provides a sketch of the different regions where the risk of debonding is
computed.
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Figure 3.11: Bonding agent regions, where the risk of debonding is computed and analysed.
(Top) Post-model. (Bottom) Endocrown-model.

As pointed out above, the normal stresses in the bonding agent zones are computed
in the regions shown in Fig. 3.11. Specifically, the average of the normal stresses in
each region is the value computed to compare the different models and the different
cases of enamel remaining.
Since the regions of the bonding agents are small, calculating 1% of the top
maximum stresses would provide very few values, thus failing to avoid spike values.
That is why the average is computed in all the stresses of the region. While taking
the average is not the best way to compute the stresses of a region, as pointed out
earlier, the aim of this Thesis is not to obtain exact and accurate results to compare
with the real-life situation but rather to compare the results of different cases and
models to each other. Therefore computing the same value (average of stresses) for
all the cases is an effective strategy for comparison of the risk of debonding in the
different cases and models under study.
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3.2.2 Cases to simulate
In both models (Post - Endocrown), the risk of fracture and the risk of debonding are
computed for several positions of the Enamel remaining height (X), in other words
for different amounts of enamel remaining in the tooth. Table 3.3 presents the
different cases to be simulated.
Post-model
X = 5 mm (max. amount of
enamel remaining)
X = 4.5 mm
X = 4 mm
X = 3.75 mm
X = 3.5 mm
X = 3 mm
X = 2.5 mm
X = 2 mm
X = 1.5 mm
X = 1.25 mm
X = 1 mm
X = 0.5 mm
X = 0 mm (no-enamel
remaining)

Risk of
fracture

Risk of
debonding

Endocrown-model

Risk of
fracture

Risk of
debonding

Table 3.3: Simulation cases.

3.2.3 Automatic procedure for obtaining results
The aim of this study is to simulate and obtain the results of two kinds of tooth repair
subjected to the same load case and with several positions of the parameter X
(Enamel remaining height). Therefore the number of simulations and the quantity of
data to compute is very large. That is why it is so important to be able to obtain
results automatically. Bash and Python scripts are used for this procedure.
The Bash scrip (Appendix G) is used to run all the simulations in Abaqus FEA for all
the different positions of parameter X. Then when a simulation is complete, the
Python script (Appendix G) extracts and computes the Abaqus output variables in
order to obtain the values chosen for comparison (the average of the top 1% of all
Max. Principal stresses values (σ1%) in the dentin and the average of the normal
stresses in bonding areas). After this, another value of X is taken and the same
procedure repeated in succession as required.
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3.3 Results
This section presents the results obtained and computed from Abaqus FEA for the
two models (Post and Endocrown) for comparison. Firstly, the results related with
the risk of fracture are presented and secondly those of debonding.

3.3.1 Risk of fracture
As pointed out in section 3.2.1 above, the risk of fracture is analysed through the
value of the average of the top 1% of all Max. Principal stresses (σ1%) in the dentin.
Therefore the risk of fracture is directly linked to the value of the σ1%. In other
words, the higher the σ1%, the higher the risk of fracture. The different values of the
σ1% are obtained according to the Enamel remaining height, in other words
according to the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth. If the Enamel remaining
height decreases the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth decreases.
In Fig. 3.12, the results of the maximum stresses (σ1%) are shown graphically for
both models. More specific values are set out in Table H.1 in Appendix H.

Risk of fracture
100,00
90,00

σ1% (MPa)

80,00
70,00
60,00
50,00
40,00

Post

30,00

Endocrown

20,00
10,00
0,00
5

3,75

2,5

1,25

0

Enamel remaining height (X) (mm)

Figure 3.12: Graph of the risk of fracture for the Post and Endocrown models. The maximum
stresses in the dentin are plotted as a function of the Enamel remaining height.

Again, the aim is not to have exact and accurate results to compare with the real-life
situation, but rather to compare the results of different cases to each other.
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However, to determine the vertical axis of Fig. 3.12, the tensile strength of the dentin
104 MPa [1] is used as a reference to determine the maximum value of the axis,
thus the variations of the maximum stresses according to the Enamel remaining
height can be contextualized.
In line with Fig. 3.12 and the preceding paragraph, it can be assumed that the
values of the maximum stresses in both models are practically constant regardless
of the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth. Furthermore, the maximum stresses
in the dentin are always higher in the Post-model than in the Endocrown-model, that
means that the risk of fracture in the tooth is higher if a post based restoration is
used.
Regarding the position of the maximum stresses in the dentin, Fig. 3.13 shows the
height (y-component), relative to the dentin, at which the maximum stresses occur.
In other words, where a fracture would occur if it were to occur. The y-axis in Fig.
3.13, representing the length of the dentin, ranges from 0 (lowest point of the
dentin) to 24mm (highest point of the dentin) and the green line denotes the
boundary between the part of the dentin inside the marrow bone (root) and the part
outside the marrow bone (crown). In addition, in Fig. 3.14, the position of the
maximum stresses is highlighted in the tooth models.

Y-component gravity center (mm)

Center of gravity of the maximum stresses
24,00
22,00
20,00
18,00
16,00
14,00
12,00
10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00

Post
Endocrown
Boundary with
marrow bone

5

3,75

2,5

1,25

0

Enamel remaining height (X) (mm)

Figure 3.13: Graph of the height of the maximum stresses in the dentin. The y-component of
the centre of gravity of the maximum stresses in the dentin is plotted as a function of the
Enamel remaining height.
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Figure 3.14: Models of the tooth with the centre of gravity of the maximum stresses
highlighted in red. (Left) Post-model. (Right) Endocrown-model.

In Figures 3.13 and 3.14, the position of the maximum stresses is always under the
boundary of the marrow bone, in the root, in both models, i.e in the critical fracture
zone (Fig 3.10). Moreover, in the Post-model the fracture would take place lower in
the root than in the Endocrown-model.
The position of the maximum stresses according to the Enamel remaining height is
constant in the Post-model and decreases in the Endocrown-model, in other words,
the centre of gravity component of the maximum stresses is lower when there is less
enamel.
The distribution of the stresses in Abaqus FEA in both models for several cases of
the Enamel remaining height (X = 5, 2.5, 0 mm) can be seen in Appendix H, Fig.
H.1.
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3.3.2 Risk of debonding
In this section the results of the risk of debonding are presented for both models and
for all the positions of Enamel remaining height in all the regions of the bonding
agent. For ease of understanding, the following section should be read in the light of
section 3.2.1.
As pointed out above in section 3.2.1, the risk of debonding is analysed by means of
the average value of the normal stresses in the bonding agent areas. Therefore the
risk of debonding is directly linked to the Avg. Normal stresses. In other words, the
higher the Avg. Normal stresses, the higher the risk of debonding. The different
values of the Avg. Normal stresses are obtained according to the Enamel remaining
height, in other words according to the amount of enamel remaining in the tooth. If
the Enamel remaining height decreases the amount of enamel remaining in the
tooth also decreases.
Post-model
In Tables (3.4 and 3.5) below the averages of the normal stresses are shown
according to the Enamel remaining height and for all the debonding regions in both
sides of the tooth. No value is provided for normal stresses in the Bonding-Enamel
when X=0 because in this position there is no enamel remaining.
Left side

X (mm)
5
4,5
4
3,75
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1,25
1
0,5
0

Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)
BondingBondingBondingCoronal dentin
Enamel
Root dentin
-9,72
-12,10
-0,76
-10,11
-12,73
-0,85
-10,58
-12,79
-0,95
-10,83
-12,67
-0,98
-11,09
-12,62
-1,05
-11,65
-12,75
-1,15
-12,37
-13,24
-1,27
-13,20
-14,31
-1,40
-14,44
-16,07
-1,50
-15,22
-17,20
-1,56
-16,15
-18,90
-1,63
-18,63
-23,76
-1,69
-21,23
-1,75

Table 3.4: Average of the normal stresses for the different regions of bonding agent and for
every value of Enamel remaining height (X).
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Right side

X (mm)
5
4,5
4
3,75
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1,25
1
0,5
0

Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)
BondingBondingBonding-Root
Coronal dentin
Enamel
dentin
2,70
2,16
0,42
3,22
2,93
0,40
3,82
3,68
0,40
4,13
3,99
0,41
4,43
4,31
0,41
5,13
5,00
0,43
5,89
5,78
0,47
6,71
6,84
0,53
7,80
8,27
0,56
8,43
9,18
0,58
9,17
10,41
0,62
11,05
13,98
0,64
12,96
0,67

Table 3.5: Average of the normal stresses for the different regions of bonding agent and for
every value of Enamel remaining height (X).

On the left side the stresses in all the cases and regions are negative (Table 3.4).
This means that there is compression in the bonding regions, so there is no risk of
debonding. On the other hand, the stresses on the right side are positive, so there is
traction between the bonding agent and the dentin or the enamel and there is,
consequently, risk of debonding.
The distribution of the stresses in Abaqus FEA for several cases of the Enamel
remaining height (X = 5, 2.5, 0 mm) can be seen in Appendix H, Fig. H.2 and Fig.
H.3.
As mentioned above, the risk of debonding only exists on the right side of the tooth
where the normal stresses are due to traction. In the graph below (Fig. 3.15),
therefore, only the right-hand side normal stresses in the different regions of the
bonding agent according to the Enamel remaining height are shown.
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Risk of debonding: Post-model
Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)

20,00
18,00
16,00
14,00

Bonding - Coronal
dentin

12,00
10,00

Bonding - Enamel

8,00
6,00

Bonding - Root
dentin

4,00
2,00
0,00
5

3,75

2,5

1,25

0

Enamel remaining height (X) (mm)

Figure 3.15: Graph of the risk of debonding in the Post-model. The average of the normal
stresses for the Bonding-Coronal dentin, Bonding-Enamel, and Bonding-Root dentin regions
is plotted as a function of the Enamel remaining height.

In order to determine the vertical axis of Fig 3.15 and the following graphs related
with the risk of debonding, the bond strength between the dentin and the bonding
agent (20 MPa) (worst case scenario) [22] is used as a reference to determine the
maximum value of the axis, (thus the variations of the maximum stresses according
to the Enamel remaining height can be contextualized.


The risk of debonding in the Bonding-Enamel and Bonding-Coronal dentin is
higher the lower the enamel remaining.



The risk of debonding in the Bonding-Root dentin does not vary much
according to the amount of enamel remaining.



Moreover, the normal stresses in the Bonding-Root dentin are much lower
than in the other regions. Therefore, if there is debonding, it takes place in
the Bonding-Coronal dentin and in the Bonding-Enamel rather than in the
Bonding-Root dentin.



No values are provided for the normal stresses from 0.5 mm to 0 mm since
no enamel is considered to be remaining.
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Endocrown-model
In Tables (3.6 and 3.7) below the average of the normal stresses are shown
according to the Enamel remaining height and for all the debonding regions on both
sides of the tooth. No value is provided for the normal stresses in the BondingEnamel when X=0 because in these positions there is no enamel remaining.
Left side

X (mm)
5
4,5
4
3,75
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1,25
1
0,5
0

Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)
BondingBondingBondingCoronal dentin
Enamel
Root dentin
-16,70
-0,54
-5,64
-16,18
-1,40
-5,60
-15,88
-3,02
-5,55
-15,72
-3,54
-5,53
-15,59
-4,14
-5,51
-15,48
-5,41
-5,44
-15,43
-7,50
-5,43
-15,53
-10,06
-5,34
-16,17
-13,66
-4,97
-16,78
-15,70
-4,99
-17,66
-18,32
-5,02
-20,35
-25,59
-4,92
-23,50
-4,91

Table 3.6: Average of the normal stresses for the different regions of bonding agent and for
every value of Enamel remaining height (X).
Right side

X (mm)
5
4,5
4
3,75
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1,25
1
0,5
0

Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)
BondingBondingBondingCoronal dentin
Enamel
Root dentin
-9,61
7,63
8,33
-9,47
7,18
7,86
-7,79
6,94
7,32
-7,08
6,81
7,05
-6,25
6,71
6,77
-4,77
6,63
6,23
-2,73
6,53
5,76
-0,68
6,46
5,35
6,74
2,02
4,92
7,04
3,42
4,81
7,49
5,15
4,64
8,95
9,44
4,54
10,67
4,46

Table 3.7: Average of the normal stresses for the different regions of bonding agent and
every value of Enamel remaining height (X).
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As in the Post-model, the normal stresses on the left side in the different bonding
regions and for every value of the parameter X are negative. In other words there is
compression in the bonding areas on the left side. This can be seen in the values of
Table 3.6. The distribution of the stresses in Abaqus FEA for several cases of the
Enamel remaining height ((X = 5, 2.5, 0 mm) can be seen in Appendix H, Fig. H.4
and Fig. H.5.
On the other hand, in the Bonding-Enamel region on the right side there are also
negative stresses from 5 mm to 2 mm of enamel remaining as can also be seen in
Table 3.7 and in Fig. H.4.
Therefore, because the stresses on the left side are compression stresses the risk
of debonding is analysed only for those areas of the bonding agent on the right side
of the tooth (Fig. 3.16).

Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)

Risk of debonding: Endocrown-model
20,00
18,00
16,00
14,00
12,00
10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00
-2,00 5
-4,00
-6,00
-8,00
-10,00
-12,00

Bonding - Coronal
dentin
Bonding - Enamel
3,75

2,5

1,25

0

Bonding - Root
dentin

Enamel remaining height (X) (mm)

Figure 3.16: Graph of the risk of debonding in the Endocrown-model. The average of the
normal stresses for the Bonding-Coronal dentin, Bonding-Enamel, and Bonding-Root dentin
regions is plotted as a function of the Enamel remaining height.



The risk of debonding in the Bonding-Coronal dentin is constant from 5 mm
to 1.25 mm, and the lower the amount of enamel remaining (1.25mm-0mm),
the higher the normal stresses and therefore the higher the risk of
debonding.
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In the Bonding-Enamel the risk of debonding is non-existent until 2mm of
enamel remaining because the stresses are due to compression. In any
case, the normal stresses increase with less enamel remaining.



In the Bonding-Root dentin, the higher the amount of enamel the higher the
risk of debonding.



As in the Post-model, no values are provided for the normal stresses from
0.5 mm to 0 mm since no enamel is considered to be remaining.

Post-model vs Endocrown-model
As is pointed out above, the risk of debonding in the Post and Endocrown models is
analysed independently in each model. In Fig. 3.17, the normal stresses for every
case and region are shown for the two models together.

Risk of debonding: Post vs Endocrown
20,00
Avg. Normal stresses (MPa)

18,00
16,00
B-Coronal dentin
(Post)

14,00
12,00

B-Enamel (Post)

10,00
B-Root dentin (Post)

8,00
6,00

B-Coronal dentin
(Endocrown)

4,00

B-Enamel
(Endocrown)

2,00
0,00
5

3,75

2,5

1,25

0

B-Root dentin
(Endocrown)

Enamel remaining height (X) (mm)

Figure 3.17: Graph of the risk of debonding, Post-model vs Endocrown-model. The average
of the normal stresses for the Bonding-Coronal dentin, Bonding-Enamel and Bonding-Root
dentin regions is plotted as a function of the Enamel remaining height. The negative stresses
in the Bonding-Enamel in the Endocrown-model are not plotted as there is no risk of
debonding.



When the Enamel remaining height ranges from 5 mm to 2.5 mm (large
amount of enamel remaining) the risk of debonding is greater in the
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Endocrown-model than in the Post-model. Specifically, from 5mm to 3.75mm
the debonding would be in the Bonding-Root dentin and from 3.75 mm to 2.5
mm in the Bonding-Coronal dentin.


On the other hand, when the Enamel remaining height ranges from 2.5 mm
to 0 mm the risk of debonding is higher in the Post-model. Specifically from
2.5 mm to 1 mm the normal stresses are very similar in the Bonding-Coronal
dentin and in the Bonding-Enamel, which means that debonding will take
place in the Bonding-Coronal dentin because the bond strength is lower in
the Bonding-Coronal dentin than in the Bonding-Enamel [17,22]. From 1 mm
to 0.5 mm the normal stresses are higher in the Bonding-Enamel although in
that situation the contact surface between the enamel and the bonding agent
is practically non-existent and therefore these values do not require
attention. It is the Bonding-dentin stresses which must be considered.

3.4 Discussion
This section contains two discussions: discussion of the results themselves and
discussion of the methodology used to obtain the results. As a rule, the methodology
is not discussed in a Thesis of this kind, however, the fact that the procedures used
to obtain the results in this Thesis (Bash and Python script) were entirely unknown
to me beforehand means that discussion of them will prove useful.

Discussion of the methodology
In Chapter 2 of this Thesis, the data were extracted by hand from the DAT files
provided by Abaqus FEA and the results were then computed using Excel. That was
possible because the amount of data to compute was not very large. However, in
Chapter 3, with the parametric models simulations, the data to compute increased
exponentially, thus requiring the Bash and Python scripts.
The Bash script allows us to run all the simulations in Abaqus for all the different
positions of parameter X. Then when one simulation is complete, the Python script
extracts and computes the results from Abaqus. Subsequently, another value of X is
taken and the same procedure repeated in succession as required. Normally, these
scripts are only used to change parameters of the model, such as material
properties, loads etc. But in this case, we are changing the geometry, which is more
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difficult to perform since the geometry changes in each value of the parameter and
therefore a new mesh has to be generated. That is why Gmsh was so useful, since
it allows creation of a mesh using commands, and the mesh creation process can
therefore be automatized.
Running all the cases of the simulation by just executing one file is a major
advantage since it was much faster than manual execution. Saving time is of course
extremely important in a Final Thesis, and also in all projects done in the university
or in companies, and hence the importance of these procedures.

Discussion of the results
Regarding the results obtained from the computation, it must be borne in mind, as
mentioned repeatedly throughout this Thesis, that the results obtained cannot be
directly compared with the dentin tensile strength in order to know exactly the risk of
fracture and with the bond strength, in the areas with the bonding agent, in order to
know the real risk of debonding. Since 2D models of a tooth are used instead of 3D.
Rather, these results enable us to have a first assessment of the behavior of these
different treatments.
Regarding analysis of the results, the risk of fracture is analysed before the risk of
debonding, as the risk of fracture is more critical for the tooth if fracture occurs. If the
root fracture takes place before debonding, the tooth has to be removed and an
implant inserted. On the other hand, if the debonding takes place first, the tooth can
be restored and it is not necessary remove the original tooth.
In this Thesis, however, we cannot determine which event (fracture or debonding)
takes place first, therefore the risk of fracture and the risk of debonding have to be
analyzed separately, i.e. conclusions such as “In Post-model the root fracture would
occur before debonding” cannot be drawn. The risk of fracture and debonding are
analyzed separately and what can be done is a comparison between the different
models.
Risk of fracture
Regarding the risk of fracture, the maximum stresses in the dentin are higher in the
Post-model than in the Endocrown-model and therefore the risk of fracture is higher
in the Post-model, It is believed that this is due to the stiffness of the material placed
in the root canal; the glass fiber post is more rigid than the soft material (gutta-
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percha) that fills the root canal in the Endocrown-model, that is why when flexion
occurs in the entire tooth due to the force applied, it does not occur equally in the
post and dentin since they do not have the same Elastic modulus. As a result, the
lower part of the post presses against the walls of the root canal and produces
greater tensions in the dentin than in the Endocrown-model, where the flexion is
more uniform. This could also explain why the maximum tensions in the Post-model
occur lower down in the dentin (more specifically, at the end of the post) than in the
Endocrown-model.
Regarding the positions of the maximum stresses in the dentin (where fracture
would take place), in both models and for all positions of the Enamel remaining
height, they are always under the boundary with the marrow bone, in the root. That
means that if there is fracture, in both models the fracture is critical because it would
take place in the root, specifically in the critical-zone (Fig. 3.10) and the original
tooth would have to be removed and an implant inserted in its place. In the Postmodel in particular, the fracture would take place lower in the root than in the
Endocrown-model, which is irrelevant because if the fracture takes place in the
critical zone, there are no clinical differences and as said above, the tooth has to be
replaced by an implant.
To sum up, in the analysis of the risk of fracture it can be concluded that the
Endocrown methodology is a better choice because the maximum stresses in the
dentin are lower than in the Post-model, i.e. the risk of fracture in the root is lower in
the Endocrown-model.
Risk of debonding
The predetermined notion of the CRIBIO research center was that the risk of
debonding was bound to be higher in the Endocrown-model since the surface
contact between the bonding agent and the root canal is much larger in the Postmodel than in the Endocrown-model (Fig. 3.11). For that reason, it was believed that
the chances of debonding were higher in the Endocrown-model. Analysis of the
results shows this belief to be unjustified.
It is true that the surface contact between the bonding agent and the root canal is
greater in the Post-model than in the Endocrown-model and that is why the normal
stresses in the “Bonding-Root dentin” (Fig. 3.11) are higher in the Endocrown-model
than in the Post-model in all the positions of the Enamel remaining height. However,
risk of debonding can also occur in the other zones where bonding agent is required
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to attach the resin composite crown (Bonding-Coronal dentin and Bonding-Enamel
(Fig.3.11)). Therefore if the risk of debonding is analysed in all the regions (Fig.
3.17), for large amounts of enamel remaining (5mm – 2.5mm), the risk of debonding
is still higher in the Endocrown-model but for small amounts of enamel remaining
(2.5mm-0mm) the risk of debonding is higher in the Post-model and it would take
place in the Bonding-Coronal dentin region. Therefore, the idea that the risk of
debonding must always be higher in the Endocrown-model than in Post-model is not
true.
If the risk of debonding is analyzed according to the amount of enamel remaining, in
the Post-model the normal stresses in the Bonding-Coronal dentin and in the
Bonding-Enamel increase with lower amounts of enamel. It is believed that this is
because with less Enamel, the horizontal bonding areas (Bonding-Coronal dentin
and Bonding-Enamel) tend to separate from the point of application of force,
therefore the momentum produced by the force in these two areas increases,
thereby raising the risk of separation of the bonding agent and the dentin or enamel.
However, this inference is not entirely certain, since in the case of the Endocrownmodel, the same conclusion could be drawn but for high quantities of enamel (5mm
to 2.5 mm) the normal stresses in the horitzontal bonding areas are constant and do
not increase in line with separation from the point of application of the force. What
can however be assumed is that the risk of debonding for low quantities of enamel
(2.5mm-0 mm) increases in both models in accordance with the decrease in enamel
remaining.

Therefore, having analyzed the risk of fracture and the risk of debonding in both
models, for Enamel remaining heights ranging from 5mm to 0mm, Endocrown-type
restoration would seem to be a better choice than Post-type restoration, because
the risk of fracture is always lower than in the Post-model and the risk of debonding
is only greater with large amounts of Enamel Remaining (5-2.5mm), which, as
pointed out above, is not as critical as fracture, since it can be repaired without
removing the original tooth. Moreover, in dental surgery, restoration by means of a
post presents more risks to patient health since it involves drilling the root canal,
which is much more delicate than Endocrown restoration. In other words, in clinical
terms, Endocrown restoration is also a better alternative to Post restoration.
Up to this point, the discussion has concerned the results obtained from the
simulations, without questioning their veracity. In general, there were no problems in
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relation to interpreting the results. In the case of the results obtained from Abaqus
FEA related with the study of the risk of debonding, however, and specifically those
concerning the normal stresses in the Bonding-Enamel on the right side of the tooth,
the results are a little confusing. Drawing an equivalence between our model and a
case of simple flexion, logic tells us that if we push on the cusp of the crown under
45º as shown in Fig. 3.8, the normal stresses in the horizontal bonding areas on the
left have to be compression and traction on the right side. That is indeed the case in
the Post-model, however in the Endocrown-model the normal stresses in the
Bonding-Enamel on the right side are compression from 5mm to 2 mm. We also
expected that the normal stresses in the Bonding-Root dentin in the Endocrownmodel would be compression on the right and traction on the left, yet the results
from the simulations were the opposite. This may be due to the geometry itself or to
the heterogeneous nature of the materials, or this may simply be the way it is. That
is why the simulations are used, because sometimes what happens is not what we
actually expect to happen. The distribution of the stresses in Abaqus FEA for both
models and for several cases of the Enamel remaining height ((X = 5, 2.5, 0 mm)
can be seen in Appendix H.
It seems that the choice of the Avg. Normal stresses of the debonding regions as a
value to compare the different models and situations to each other in the analysis of
risk of debonding was not good for the Bonding-Root dentin regions (left and right)
in the Post-model. Since these two areas are large and a single area (right or left)
could contain both positive and negative stresses. In fact, in Figure H.3 (B) of
Appendix H, it can be seen that in the Bonding-Root dentin region (left) there are
both positive and negative stresses. Therefore, if we take the average of all the
values, the resulting value is neither completely accurate nor realistic. A better
strategy in the Post-model, rather than finding the average for the entire region,
would have been to divide these two Bonding-Root dentin (right and left) regions
into smaller areas and then calculate the averages for each of these smaller areas.
In this way, it would have been clear that there were areas with both negative and
positive stresses on the same side.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions
In this Thesis two 2D parametric models of a real tooth restored by endodontic
methodologies have been created and simulated using a FEA. The aim of this study
has been to obtain a first assessment of the behavior of these different treatments,
rather than obtaining results in terms of specific values since real teeth are 3D
structures instead of the 2D models used here.
Therefore, the first decision that was taken together with the CRIBIO research
center was the kind of model to be generated to obtain results that would prove
useful for their research. We agreed that instead of making a complex 3D model,
useful studies and explorations could be carried out based on 2D models and
moreover as the aim of the study was to compare two types of tooth repair, it was
not absolutely necessary to have 100% accurate values for the results, since we
were really more interested in comparison of the two models. As a result, it was felt
that models from 2D models would prove useful to see the behavior of the stresses
in both models and to perform the comparison.
In the course of the work for this Thesis, I realized that that decision was a good
choice, because even in the case of a 2D analysis, we did not have the precise
knowledge of the exact behavior of the materials, or the mechanical behavior of the
bonding interfaces, the choice of the variables for the results (Von Mises, Tresca,
Max. Principal…), the loads or even the geometry itself in which all the inner parts
where generated in accordance only with the knowledge provided by the dentists.
Therefore, would it have been worth the effort of creating a 3D model if there were
still several issues that were not clear even in 2D? My answer is set out in the first
paragraph of this Chapter and in the Thesis itself. Moreover, with the choice of 2D,
where the geometry is easier than 3D, we could generate a parametric model in
which, by changing only one parameter, the geometry of the model changes and we
could observe how things change according to the value of that parameter at any
given time. Executing this parametric model was relatively easier in 2D and it turned
out to be a very useful tool. Furthermore, creating it in 3D would have taken much
longer.
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Therefore, to sum up, the creation of the 2D parametric models was a good choice
and they were a useful tool to understand and compare the different models, given
my previous knowledge about the software used and the time available to me to
carry out the Thesis.
However, I did not manage to complete all the tasks I wished to do with the 2D
models. Questions remain: for instance, what happens when there is debonding in
one part of the restoration, is the risk of fracture the same as in the bonded case? If
I could continue with this project I would like to completely model the bonding agent
or create one model where all is debonded i.e. further explore the bonding areas
between the original tooth and the restoration. Also, I would like to extend my
knowledge of the materials involved in the models, the dentin, for example (the
anisotropy of dentin), I would also like to parameterize other parts of the geometry,
the loads or materials of the model and I would like to better understand what the
correct variables are as output for reading the results (Von Mises, Max. Principal…)
according to the different materials.
When in a position to achieve the above-mentioned tasks, I would then start with the
work of building a 3D model, first creating an easy model and later creating a model
obtained from a medical scan (STL file). This would be of particular interest since in
order to work with the STL file, I would have to enter the field of “High-quality
remeshing surfaces”, which, I am sure, is a fascinating field.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Abaqus input files definition
A.1 STEP file - Metallic post model
**SECTIONS
**
*Solid Section, elset=Metallicpost, material=metallicp
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=MetallicCore, material=metallicp
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Dentin, material=dentinmat
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=MarrowBone, material=marrowb
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=CorticalBone, material=caroticalb
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=PeriodontalLigament, material=periodontall
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Guttapercha, material=guttap
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=ResinCement, material=resinc
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Coping, material=coping
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Porcelain, material=porcelain
1.,
**
** MATERIALS
**
*Material, name=dentinmat
*Elastic
18.6e+03, 0.31
*Material, name=marrowb
*Elastic
1.4e+03, 0.30
*Material, name=caroticalb
*Elastic
13.7e+03, 0.30
*Material, name=periodontal
*Elastic
1.18, 0.45
*Material, name=guttap
*Elastic
0.14e+03, 0.49
*Material, name=resinc

APPENDIX A. ABAQUS INPUT FILES DEFINITION
*Elastic
8.3e+03, 0.28
*Material, name=coping
*Elastic
205e+03, 0.28
*Material, name=metallicp
*Elastic
200e+03, 0.30
*Material, name=porcelain
*Elastic
68.9e+03, 0.33
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
*Boundary
LEFT, 1, 1, 0.
RIGHT, 1, 1, 0.
BOTTOM, 2, 2, 0.
**
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Step-1
**
*Step, name=Step-1
*Static
1., 1., 1e-05, 1.
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITION
**
*CLOAD
Force, 1, -30.3
Force, 2, -30.3
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
*Print, solve=NO
**
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field, var=preselect, frequency=50
*el print, elset=Metallicpost
SP3, mises, ivol
*el print, elset=MetallicCore
SP3, mises, ivol
*el print, elset=Dentin
SP3, ivol
*el print, elset=ResinCement
SP3, SP1, ivol
*End Step

Figure A.1: Abaqus Step file - Metallic post model.
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A.2 STEP file - Glass fiber post model
**SECTIONS
**
*Solid Section, elset=GlassFiberPost, material=glassfiber, orientation=ori1
1.,
*Orientation, name=ori1, system=rectangular
1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
**
*Solid Section, elset=Dentin, material=dentinmat
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=MarrowBone, material=marrowb
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=CorticalBone, material=caroticalb
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=PeriodontalLigament, material=periodontall
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Gutta-percha, material=guttap
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=ResinCement, material=resinc
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Coping, material=coping
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=CompositeResin, material=compositer
1.,
*Solid Section, elset=Porcelain, material=porcelain
1.,
**
** MATERIALS
**
*Material, name=glassfiber
*Elastic, type=engineering constants
9.5e+03, 37e+03, 9.5e+03, 0.27, 0.34, 0.27, 3.1e+03, 3.5e+03
3.1e+03
*Material, name=dentinmat
*Elastic
18.6e+03, 0.31
*Material, name=marrowb
*Elastic
1.4e+03, 0.30
*Material, name=caroticalb
*Elastic
13.7e+03, 0.30
*Material, name=periodontall
*Elastic
1.18, 0.45
*Material, name=guttap
*Elastic
0.14e+03, 0.49
*Material, name=resinc
*Elastic
8.3e+03, 0.28
*Material, name=coping
*Elastic
205e+03, 0.28
*Material, name=compositer
*Elastic
12e+03, 0.33
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*Material, name=porcelain
*Elastic
68.9e+03, 0.33
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
*Boundary
LEFT, 1, 1, 0.
RIGHT, 1, 1, 0.
BOTTOM, 2, 2, 0.
** ---------------------------------------------------------------**
** STEP: Step-1
**
*Step, name=Step-1
*Static
1., 1., 1e-05, 1.
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
*CLOAD
Force, 1, -30.3
Force, 2, -30.3
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
*Print, solve=NO
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field, var=preselect, frequency=50
*el print, elset=GlassFiberPost, position=integration points
SP3,
*el print, elset=Dentin, position=integration points
SP3,
*el print, elset=CompositeResin, position=integration points
SP3,
*el print, elset=ResinCement, position=integration points
SP3, SP1
*End Step

Figure A.2: Abaqus Step file - Glass fiber post model.
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Appendix B

Glass fiber test
This test was done to show the difference of the glass fiber behavior, when a force
is applied in the fiber direction and perpendicularly to the fiber direction. This test
was also performed to check which was the correct way to define the glass fiber in
Abaqus FEA, specifically that the local axis of the glass fiber post can be the same
as the global axis and thus, defining the orientation of the glass fiber through the
elastic constants.
A rectangular glass fiber specimen (Fig. B.1) was generated and meshed in Gmsh.
The material assignation, the load and the boundary condition was defined in
Abaqus FEA, as the simulation and the post-processing.
The displacement of the nodes in the upper of the rectangle (Fig. B.1) was chosen
to compere the 2 cases of fiber orientation. The null hypothesis tested was that the
displacement is larger when the fibers are oriented perpendicularly to the force
direction.

1. Definition of the test: Loads, Boundary conditions, Orientation and material.

500N
Global axis

2
2
1

1
A

B

Figure B.1: A) Scheme of the test, with the boundary condition in the bottom, the
applied load (500N) and the local axis of the fibers. B) Global axis used in Abaqus
FEA.
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Orientation: The local axis of the fiber is the same as the global axis. Below,
there is the definition of the orientation in Abaqus:

Load: 500N distributed in the upper edge of the rectangle in the 2-direction.
Boundary conditions: U2=0 in the bottom edge of the rectangle and U1=0 in
node on the left extreme in the bottom of the rectangle.
Material: Glass fiber. Since the local axis of the fiber is the same as the
global axis, the fiber orientation changes through the elastic constants. For
exemple, the biggest modulus elastic is always in the fiber direction.

Glass fiber
mechanical
proprieties (Gpa)
Ex
Ey
Ez
νxy
νyz
νxz
Gxy
Gyz
Gxz

Fibers in the xdirection (1)

Fibers in the ydirection (2)

37.0
9.50
9.50
0.27
0.34
0.27
3.10
3.50
3.10

9.50
37.0
9.50
0.27
0.27
0.34
3.10
3.10
3.50

Table B.1: Elastic constants of the glass fiber.



Abaqus definition of the glass fiber when the fibers are in the x-direction



Abaqus definition of the glass fiber when the fibers are in the y-direction
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2. Results
Fibers direction – y (2)

7.55 (mm)

2.15 (mm)

Avg. displacement* (mm)

Fibers direction – x (1)

Table B.2: Avg. displacement of the points in the upper edge of the rectangle. (Right)
Fiber in the x-direction. (Left) Fiber in the y-direction.

*Avg. displacement of the points in the upper edge of the rectangle (Fig. B.1) in
the 2 direction:

3. Conclusion
Of course, when the principal direction of the fiber is not in the direction of the
load, the displacement of the red points is higher, because the elastic modulus is
lower in the non-primary direction.
Therefore, in Abaqus FEA, in our model, the local axis of the post (glass fiber
material) can be defined as the global axis but then, the direction 2 (according to
the global axis) is the principal direction in the definition of the glass fiber
material, where the elastic modulus is higher.
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Appendix C

Distribution of the stresses
C.1 Metallic post model

Figure C.1: Metallic post model. Dentin stress distribution.

Figure C.2: Metallic post model. Post stress distribution.
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Figure C.3: Metallic post model. Core stress distribution.

C.2 Glass fiber post model

Figure C.4: Glass fiber post model. Dentin stress distribution.
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Figure C.5: Glass fiber post model. Post stress distribution.

Figure C.6: Glass fiber post model. Core stress distribution.
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Appendix D

Metallic post (cylindrical shape) - Glass
fiber post (adapted shape)
Metallic post - cylindrical shape

Metallic post - adapted

B
A
Figure D.1: A) Metallic post with a cylinder shape, non-adapted to the root walls. B) Metallic
post adapted to the root walls.

In the Figure D.1, it’s clearly shown that the stress distribution is the same
regardless the shape of the post. The high stresses in a tooth treated with a metallic
post are located in the right edge of the post, in the interface between the metallic
post and the cement resin layer.
Glass fiber post - cylindrical shape

Glass fiber post - adapted

A
B
Figure D.2: A) Glass fiber post with a cylinder shape, non-adapted to the root walls. B)
Glass fiber post adapted to the root walls.
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In Fig. D.2, it’s clearly shown that the stress distribution is the same regardless the
shape of the post. The high stresses in a tooth restored with a glass fiber post are
located in the upper – right edge of the dentin.
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Appendix E

3D revolution model
The model shown below in Fig. E.1 is a 3D model of a tooth restored with a metallic
post, created in the open source Gmsh by doing a revolution around the y-axis of
the 2D section shown in Fig. 2.2.

Figure E.1: 3D revolution model of a tooth restored with a metallic post.
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Appendix F

Code and images of the parametric models
defined in Gmsh
F.1 Section of the code generated in Gmsh

//Definition of the constant. This constant defines the position of
the Enamel remaining height. w=1 (x=5mm) and w=97 x=(0mm)
DefineConstant[ w = {0, Min 1, Max 97, Step 1,
Name "Parameters/line"} ];
// the code lines below generates vertical sequences of 100 hundred
points using the Lagrange interpolating polynomial of grade 5. That
part of the code is repeated for each sequence of points in the
model.
DefineConstant[ t = {0, Min 0, Max 1, Step 0.01,
Name "Parameters/point"} ];
FIRSTP = 1000;
// points coordinates that define the curve for where the sequence
of the points is created.
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3;
2.8;
2.7;
2.9;
3.3;
24.734;
23.484;
22.234;
20.984;
19.734;

step = 0.01;
NP = 1+step;
For t In {0:NP:step}
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

=
=
=
=
=

(t-1/4)*(t-2/4)*(t-3/4)*(t-1)/((-1/4)*(-2/4)*(-3/4)*(-1));
(t)*(t-2/4)*(t-3/4)*(t-1)/((1/4)*(1/4-2/4)*(1/4-3/4)*(1/4-1));
(t)*(t-1/4)*(t-3/4)*(t-1)/((2/4)*(2/4-1/4)*(2/4-3/4)*(2/4-1));
(t)*(t-1/4)*(t-2/4)*(t-1)/((3/4)*(3/4-1/4)*(3/4-2/4)*(3/4-1));
(t)*(t-1/4)*(t-2/4)*(t-3/4)/((1)*(1-1/4)*(1-2/4)*(1-3/4));
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X = L1 * X1 + L2 * X2 + L3 * X3 + L4 * X4 + L5*X5;
Y = L1 * Y1 + L2 * Y2 + L3 * Y3 + L4 * Y4 + L5*Y5;
Point (FIRSTP) = {X,Y,0,LC};
FIRSTP = FIRSTP + 1;
EndFor
// the lines defined below, are the horizontal lines that links the
points of the different sequences, so when the parameter w is
modified this lines go up and down depending of the value of w.
Line(1000) =
Line(1001) =
Line(1002) =
[…]
Spline(2016)
Spline(2017)
Spline(2018)
Line(2050) =
Line(2051) =

{1000+w,2000+w};
{2000+w,3000+w};
{3000+w,4000+w};
= {10000+w:10000+w+2};
= {10000+w+2:10100};
= {10000+w:10000};
{3000+w:3000+2+w};
{8000+w:8000+2+w};

Figure F.1: Section of the Gmsh code generated to create the geometry of the models.

F.2 Images of the models

Figure F.2: Models generated with Gmsh. (Left) Post-model. (Right) Endocrown-model.
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Bash and Python script
G.1 Bash script
#! /bin/bash
echo
echo
echo
#All the positions of the parameter (Enamel remaining height)
#w is the internal variable defined in GMSH but is equivalent to X
#X(mm)=5 4.5 4 3.75 3.5 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.5 0”
w="1 10 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 97"
i=0
# Loop on the parameter
for w1 in $w; do
i=$(bc<<<"$i+1")
# Replace the parameter in the input file (.geo file)
rm post.*
sed -e s/WW/$w1/g post0.geo > post.geo
echo
#Create the mesh in Gmsh
echo
echo "mesh"
echo
/tmp/rj/gmsh/bin/gmsh -2 -optimize post.geo
echo
#Create the Input files for abaqus
echo
echo "create INP"
echo
python CreateINP.py post post0.map
echo
#Run the simulation
echo
echo "simulation"
echo
abaqus interactive j=post
mv post.dat post_$i.dat
echo
#Extract and comput the results of the simulation using the
#Python file extractFromODB.py
echo
echo "read ODB"
echo
abaqus cae noGUI=extractFromODB
done

Figure G.1: Bash script created to run the simulations of all the cases according to the value
of the parameter; for one model.
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G.2 Python script
It’s just shown the code necessary to compute the risk of fracture, the part of the
code to compute the risk of debonding is very similar and it can be seen in the
“extractFromODB” file in the CD attached with the Thesis.
# -*- coding: mbcs -*from odbAccess import *
from abaqusConstants import *
#Import the abaqus output file (.odb)
ODBaOuvrir="post.odb"
PrefixeOutput="resultsFromPY"
monOdb=openOdb(path=ODBaOuvrir)
monAssembly=monOdb.rootAssembly
monInstanceSheet=monAssembly.instances["PART-1-1"]
noeudsSHEET=monInstanceSheet.nodeSets["ALL-N"].nodes
#Last frame for the last step of the simulation (There is just one
Step in our simulation)
monDernierFrame=monOdb.steps["Step-1"].frames[-1]
#Load all the values of the output variables interesting for us from
the last frame
S=monDernierFrame.fieldOutputs['S']
#Region(ELSET) of the tooth where the variables are computed
listeElset=["DENTIN"]
for i in listeElset :
monSet=monInstanceSheet.elementSets[i]
elemFromSet=monSet.elements
SfieldValues=S.getSubset(region=monSet,position=CENTROID,elementType
="CPE3").values
#####################################################
#####################################################
#Create a matrix with the values interesting for us, from the object
'S'.(Element label,Max. Principal stresses(SP3), X-component and Ycomponent of the gravity center.)
tailleSet=len(SfieldValues)
myMatrix=[]
for v in range(0,tailleSet,1) :
tempVector=[]
tempVector.append(SfieldValues[v].elementLabel)
tempVector.append(SfieldValues[v].maxPrincipal)
listeNodesElem=elemFromSet[v].connectivity
node1=SfieldValues[v].instance.getNodeFromLabel(listeNodesEl
em[0]).coordinates
node2=SfieldValues[v].instance.getNodeFromLabel(listeNodesEl
em[1]).coordinates
node3=SfieldValues[v].instance.getNodeFromLabel(listeNodesEl
em[2]).coordinates
#Calculation of the center of gravity of a triangular element
xOG=0.333*(node1[0]+node2[0]+node3[0])
yOG=0.333*(node1[1]+node2[1]+node3[1])
tempVector.append(xOG)
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tempVector.append(yOG)
myMatrix.append(tempVector)
#####################################################
#####################################################
#Sort the matrix from the highest value of SP3 to the lowest
matrixSorted=myMatrix
matrixSorted=sorted(matrixSorted, key=lambda
matrixSorted:matrixSorted[1], reverse=True)
#####################################################
#####################################################
#Create a matrix with the 1% of the top values of SP3
nbOfLinesMatrixSorted=len(matrixSorted)
nbOfOnePercentLines=round(nbOfLinesMatrixSorted/100)
matrixOnePercent=[]
for l in range(0,nbOfOnePercentLines,1) :
tempLine=[]
tempLine.append(matrixSorted[l][0])
tempLine.append(matrixSorted[l][1])
tempLine.append(matrixSorted[l][2])
tempLine.append(matrixSorted[l][3])
matrixOnePercent.append(tempLine)
#####################################################
#####################################################
#Compute the average of the SP3 values and of the coordinates of the
gravity center from the 1%-matrix.
nbOfLines=len(matrixOnePercent)
nbOfColumn=len(matrixOnePercent[0])
sumOfSP3=0
sumOfXG=0
sumOfYG=0
for k in range(0,nbOfLines,1) :
sumOfSP3=sumOfSP3+matrixOnePercent[k][1]
sumOfXG=sumOfXG+matrixOnePercent[k][2]
sumOfYG=sumOfYG+matrixOnePercent[k][3]
averageSP3=sumOfSP3/nbOfLines
averageXG=sumOfXG/nbOfLines
averageYG=sumOfYG/nbOfLines
####################################################
#####################################################
#write in a .txt file the average of the top 1% of the SP3 values
and the average of the coordinates of the gravity center.
fileName=PrefixeOutput+"-"+i+"Average.txt"
fichier=open(fileName,"a")
fichier.write(str(averageSP3)+","+str(averageXG)+","+str(averag
eYG)+"\n")
fichier.close()
#####################################################
#####################################################

Figure G.2: Python code created to extract and compute the results for the risk of fracture
from Abaqus FEA.
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Appendix H

Set of images of distribution of stresses
H.1 Risk of fracture results and distribution of the stresses

X (mm)
5
4,5
4
3,75
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1,25
1
0,5
0

σ1%
(Mpa)
86,83
87,19
87,56
87,56
87,93
88,32
89,15
89,58
90,44
90,44
90,90
91,37
91,86

Post-model
Xgc
(mm)
8,74
8,74
8,73
8,73
8,77
8,77
8,73
8,72
8,71
8,71
8,68
8,68
8,66

Ygc
(mm)
4,15
4,18
4,17
4,17
4,15
4,16
4,13
4,13
4,14
4,14
4,11
4,13
4,11

Endocrown-model
σ1%
Xgc
Ygc
(Mpa)
(mm)
(mm)
71,55
11,01
11,64
72,16
10,88
11,08
72,57
10,71
10,64
72,46
10,69
10,60
72,06
10,69
10,60
69,47
10,60
10,26
68,84
10,58
9,99
69,65
10,45
9,70
70,07
10,40
9,64
69,92
10,19
9,20
69,63
10,25
9,17
69,39
9,95
8,34
65,03
10,30
9,02

Table H.1: Average of the top maximum stresses and their components of the centre of
gravity in the dentin in both models for every percentage of enamel remaining in the tooth.
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Post-model

X = 5mm

X = 2.5mm

X = 0mm

Endocrown-model

X = 5mm

X = 2.5mm

X = 0mm

Figure H.1: Max. Principal stresses distribution in Abaqus FEA. (Top) Post-model (Bottom)
Endocrown-model.
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H.2 Risk of debonding distribution of the stresses
H.2.1 Post-model
Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Coronal dentin and in the BondingEnamel zones:

A

B

C
Figure H.2: Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Coronal dentin and Bonding-Enamel
areas. (A) X=5 mm. (B) X=2.5 mm. (C) X=0 mm.
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Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Root dentin:

A

B

C
Figure H.3: Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Root dentin. (A) X=5 mm. (B) X=2.5
mm. (C) X=0 mm.
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H.2.2 Endocrown-model
Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Coronal dentin and in the BondingEnamel zones:

A

B

C
Figure H.4: Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Coronal dentin and Bonding-Enamel
areas. (A) X=5 mm. (B) X=2.5 mm. (C) X=0 mm.
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Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Root dentin:

A

B

C
Figure H.5: Normal stresses distribution in the Bonding-Root dentin. (A) X=5 mm. (B) X=2.5
mm. (C) X=0 mm.

